High-quality, digital hearing aids that connect wirelessly to your Apple® or Android smartphone

**Flyte 700**
Advanced-level hearing aid
- 14 channels
- 4 programs
- 6 styles

**Features:**
- Compatible with iPhone®, iPad®, iPod touch®, and many Android smartphones
- 2.4 GHz wireless
- DFS Ultra™ II advanced feedback suppression
- Advanced NoiseTracker™ noise reduction
- Advanced directionality
- Advanced speech enhancement

**Flyte 900**
Premium-level hearing aid
- 17 channels
- 4 programs
- 9 styles

**Features:**
- Compatible with iPhone®, iPad®, iPod touch®, and many Android smartphones
- 2.4 GHz wireless
- DFS Ultra™ II advanced feedback suppression
- Advanced NoiseTracker™ noise reduction
- Premium adaptive directionality
- Premium adaptive speech enhancement

Call TruHearing and schedule a consultation to learn more about Flyte and how it can address your hearing needs: **(844) 278-8672**

For more information on TruHearing programs, visit [TruHearing.com](http://TruHearing.com)
Hearing Aids to Fit Your Needs

Flyte hearing aids include the latest digital technology to help you hear better and more naturally. And they can address the needs of over 98% of people with hearing loss. The wide variety of Flyte models and features means Flyte can fit nearly any lifestyle.

High-quality Hearing Aids at Affordable Prices

Comparable advanced- and premium-level hearing aids normally cost over $3,000 each. But, because your health plan has partnered with TruHearing, you can purchase Flyte hearing aids at a reduced out-of-pocket cost and save thousands of dollars.

Your Flyte Purchase Also Includes:

• 3 follow-up visits with a TruHearing provider for fitting and adjustments
• 45-day trial
• 3-year manufacturer warranty for repairs and one-time loss and damage replacement
• 48 free batteries per hearing aid

Flyte™ Features

Smartphone Compatibility

Flyte connects wirelessly with your iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, and many Android smartphones, so you can control volume, change settings, and stream phone calls and music directly from your smartphone to your hearing aids.*

2.4 GHz Wireless

The wireless technology in Flyte allows you to connect directly to accessories, like TV streamers, remote controls, remote microphones, and phone clips without wires or intermediary Bluetooth devices.

More Channels and Programs

More channels and programs allow a provider to fine-tune your hearing aids to fit your unique hearing loss and gives you the power to automatically switch between settings to adapt to your immediate environment.

Directionality

Flyte uses multiple microphones to adapt to your listening environment and home in on the most important sounds around you—creating a more natural, seamless listening experience.

Noise Reduction

Flyte reduces background noise, so you can concentrate on the people, voices, and sounds that are most important to you.

Speech Enhancement

Specifically designed to focus on speech sounds, Flyte clarifies and boosts voices to make it easier to listen and contribute to conversations—especially in noisy environments.

Feedback Suppression

No more whistling and whining. Flyte cuts down on annoying feedback with advanced technology that identifies feedback and cancels it before it becomes a problem.

*Wireless audio streaming to Android devices requires use of a phone clip accessory.
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